THE POWER OF DIGITAL REWARDS

Automotive Industry
Rewards, incentives and extras are all expected in the automotive industry, whose
customers are accustomed to gifts throughout the sales cycle. With a catalog of valuable
offerings, cost-effective Digital Rewards make it easy for manufacturers and dealers to
generate excitement on the showroom floor and gift customers for test-drives, purchases
and service appointments.
Avoid bumps in the road by rewarding with products customers regularly use and enjoy.
Plus, our popular products are flexible enough to fit into promotions of any size. These
modern promotional gifts are even a cost-effective way to thank and motivate employees
or to enhance recruiting efforts.

Powerful uses of Digital REWARDS
within the Automotive Industry

Digital Reward Cards
Made up of a full range of physical and digital products,
Digital Rewards include popular items like Music
Downloads, Movie Tickets, Digital Movie Rentals,
Magazine Subscriptions, eBooks and beyond. Digital
Reward Card promotions use reward codes to deliver
high-perceived value products. With our easy-toimplement platform, brands can offer these relevant,
real-world items at a fraction of their perceived value.

Did You Know?
Easily greet new
customers by including
a Digital Reward Card
in a new purchase
welcome kit.

Increase dealership
traffic by offering
a high-value Digital
Reward Card to
showroom visitors.

Encourage test
drives of new models
or boost year-end
clearance with a Digital
Rewards giveaway.

Give rewards to
customers who
schedule service
appointments or visit
the dealership for
routine maintenance.

Include Digital
Rewards on direct
mail pieces as a lowcost way to stand out
from competitors and
increase response.

Use digital rewards
to enhance recruiting
initiatives, and
capture the attention
of the best talent at
career fairs.

The tables have turned: Digital downloads now
exceed physical sales.*
Next big thing: It is predicted that gains for online
movies will increase tenfold between 2007 and
2017.**
Big picture potential: Over two-thirds of the U.S.
population attend at least one movie every year.***
Cover to cover: Americans spend $9.3 billion
dollars on magazine subscriptions annually.****
* Nielsen/Billboard; Pew Research Center
** Mintel
***Motion Picture Association of America
**** The Association of Magazine Media, 2012/2103 Magazine Media
Factbook

Case Studies:
Client: Toyota

Use: Customer Loyalty

Reward: Music Downloads

The Toyota Customer Loyalty Team was looking for a simple way to reward those who frequented the dealership for their car service.
Toyota chose to offer a Music Download Card as a way to say thank you for choosing the dealership for automotive service. By offering music,
customers could be reminded of the generosity and outstanding customer service Toyota offered each time their songs played.

Client: Nissan

Use: Recruiting

Reward: Music Downloads

Nissan wanted to boost applications for service technicians and sales reps within their dealerships.
They distributed Digital Reward cards to attract talent at various colleges, universities and trade schools. To encourage students to submit their
information, Nissan rewarded candidates with a free Music Download after they successfully uploaded their resume.

Client: Mazda

Use: Customer Incentive

Reward: Music Downloads

Mazda was looking for a cost-effective way to excite customers and increase showroom traffic. Dealerships chose to give out Music Download Cards
to showroom guests in various locations.
Recipients were rewarded with a custom playlist of driving music, which was offered in French and English. This valuable reward was a unique way
for Mazda to thank customers with the perfect accompaniment for their upcoming roadtrips.

